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Subject: Reference number 602686 

From: 

Date: 27 /06/2019, 10:54 am 

To: "https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/lands/public/on-exhib1.t:. K. mJ..oi:<;m(;I.Se��'� f-

katoomba-airfield" RECEiVED 

- 1 JUL 7019

Dear Sir/Madam, OPI - Lands 
Finance-Ad mini :,tration 

I attended the public consultation meetings at the Hotel Blue on Wednesday and the following 

Tuesday to hear more about what is actually planned by Sky Blue aviation. 

At both meetings, it quickly became very evident that the Community as a whole is totally 

opposed to this proposed lease and this is further evidencedby the petitions presented earlier 

on containing 12000 signatures opposing it . 

This plan by Sky Blue is totally unacceptable for the following reasons: 

1) We all really love the peace and quiet we have always enjoyed and are not under any

circumstances to have this ruined in daylight hours ,7 days a week by the invasive and

incessantclattering of helicopters conveying tourists over our beloved Blueys. Bearing in mind

that these helicopters can only convey about 7 or 8 people at a time, then this is a lot of noise

for very few tourists and considering that we are so close to Sydney, the entrance to Australia

for most of our visitors, the potential for this business to grow with its implications for the

shattering of our peace and quiet is truly frightening.

Under no circumstances are we, the Blue Mountains community prepared to sacrifice this 

importantaspect of our lifestyle. This is absolutely NON- negotiable ! 

2) Those in the know have advised that this operation will have a very adverse impact on the

migratory patterns of birds with flow-on effects also applying to the nature chain. And this in a

World Heritage area that we are supposed to protect.Most inappropriate!

3) The Blue Mountains is the Mecca of bushwalking in N.S.W. and possibly Australia and wach

year thousands of bushwalkers come here to participate in bushwalks, ranging from short

excursions along the cliff tops to overnight forays into the valleys.They want to experience raw

nature in all its glory and most definitely do not want to have the peace and serenity shattered

by the clattering of helicopters reverberating off the cliff walls.

4) Tourists and other visitors come up to the Mountains by the bus and trainload to enjot this

serene and beautiful area and will also not appreciate going to one of the many lookouts, only

to have their experience ruined by this invasive racket whilst the occupants therein, fiddle with

their cameras taking selfies and the like.

S) These traditional tourists and visitors are the lifeblood of the business community up here

and these businesses will take a nasty hit if the visitors experiences here are disappointing.

6) Lastly, this will impact adversely on the value of our houses that we have worked to pay for
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Blue%Mountains%Aviators%Club%Inc.%

Department%of%Industry%Crown%Lands%=%Proposed%lease%of%Katoomba%Airfield%=%LX%602686%

%

Executive%summary%
The"Blue"Mountains"Aviators"Club"Inc."represents"the"general"aviation"community"in"the"Blue"Mountains"of"
NSW."Our"members"have"operated"private"and"commercial"aircraft"from"Katoomba"Airfield"since"it"opened"in"
1968."

Our"organisation"has"been"identified"as"a"key"stakeholder"regarding"consultation"for"approval"of"a"longSterm"
commercial"lease"on"Katoomba"Airfield"by"Derek"and"Floyd"Larsen"of"FlyBlue"Pty"Ltd."

We"wish"to"express"our"unreserved"support"for"the"approval"of"a"commercial"lease"on"the"property"by"FlyBlue"
Pty"Ltd.""Through"our"now"extensive"consultations"with"the"applicant"we"are"satisfied"that"they"are"well"
qualified"and"possess"the"experience"to"undertake"the"most"significant"and"beneficial"investment"in"the"airfield"
since"it"was"opened"in"1968."

Historical%context%
Katoomba"Airfield"has"a"rich"history"in"Australian"aviation."Many"pilots"have"trained"and"operated"their"aircraft"
at"this"unique"airstrip."Those"same"pilots"are"its"dedicated"supporters"who"recognise"its"critical"importance"to"
light"aircraft"safely"traversing"the"Blue"Mountains"or"visiting"the"area."It"is"a"essential"infrastructure"that"must"
remain"operational"and"be"respected"for"the"contribution"it"has"made"to"aviation"for"the"benefit"of"our"
community."

Critical%aviation%locality%
This"airfield"has"served"as"the"only"approved"landing"ground"for"aircraft"in"the"Blue"Mountains"since"1968."It"
was"preceded"by"council"operated"strip"at"Blackheath"constructed"in"1939."""

Its"critical"importance"to"the"general"aviation"sector"in"terms"of"safety"is"undisputed."It"provides"the"single"safe"
landing"place"for"aircraft"transiting"the"Blue"Mountains,"and"has"saved"numerous"pilots"and"their"passengers"
experiencing"problems"due"to"weather"and"mechanical"faults"since"it"was"constructed.""

Community%aviation%base%
Our"members"wish"to"strongly"express"our"requirement"for"access"to"Katoomba"Airfield"for"the"purpose"of"
physically"establishing"and"maintaining"a"functional"aero"club"with"the"amenities"that"are"to"be"found"at"any"
small"regional"airfield."

It"is"our"intention"to"support"all"aviation"activities"on"the"airfield,"provide"aviation"access"and"education"to"the"
Blue"Mountains"community,"and"support"emergency/strategic"services"users.""

Emergency%services%
The"record"of"the"Katoomba"Airfield"accommodating"up"to"28"fireSfighting"helicopters"in"recent"bushfire"
emergencies"is"well"documented"in"local"and"national"media."We"acknowledge"that"Crown"Lands"recognise"this"
issue"and"we"trust"that"it"at"the"forefront"of"lease"determination."

"The"National"Parks"and"Wildlife"Service,"Police"Air"Wing,"Air"Ambulance,"and"a"number"of"other"government"
stakeholders"frequently"use"the"airfield"for"various"operations"including"search"and"rescue."It"also"serves"as"a"
special"military"training"facility"close"to"RAAF"Richmond.""

More"critically,"it"remains"the"only"aviation"facility"in"the"geographically"remote"Blue"Mountains"region"that"can"
accommodate"fixed"wing"heavy"lift"aircraft"capable"of"delivering"humanitarian"aid"in"a"major"catastrophic"event"
such"as"an"earthquake."
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Fly%neighbourly%policy%and%airspace%procedures%
Our"club"was"invited"to"participate"in"the"development"of"a"local"fly"neighbourly"policy"and"airspace"procedures"
by"FlyBlue"Pty"Ltd."The"outcome"of"this"prerequisite"project"is"the"most"significant"upgrade"proposed"in"general"
aviation"procedures"for"the"Blue"Mountains"since"the"airfield"opened"in"1968."

As"pilots"and"residents"of"the"area"we"are"confident"that"the"proposed"procedures"will"achieve"significant"noise"
abatement,"minimise"impact"on"the"Blue"Mountains"National"Park"and"greatly"improve"local"general"aviation"
safety."

FlyBlue’s%commercial%aviation%intentions%
Through"extensive"consultation"with"Derek"and"Floyd"Larsen,"our"club"members"are"satisfied"that"their"
intention"to"operate"a"commercial"helicopter"charter"business"is"an"appropriate"aviation"activity"for"Katoomba"
Airfield."

Previous"commercial"helicopter"operators"who"are"also"club"members"(Lee"Mitchell"of"Helicopter"Lifting"
Services)"have"found"the"airfield"satisfactory"for"their"operations"as"recently"as"February"2016."We"are"not"
aware"of"any"significant"community"objection"to"these"operations"up"until"that"date."

In"addition"to"the"economic"contribution"a"commercial"charter"operation"brings"to"the"region,"we"also"see"it"as"a"
significant"improvement"to"local"strategic"resources"e.g."search"and"rescue,"fireSfighting,"aeromedical"transfers."

Objections%to%the%airfield%being%leased%
The"club"rejects"the"illSconsidered"proposal"by"local"conservation"and"residents"groups"that"the"airfield"be"
absorbed"into"the"Blue"Mountains"National"Park"as"an"“emergency"only”"airfield."There"is"no"precedent"for"
airfields"being"run"in"this"manner."

The"operational"model"outlined"by"the"Commonwealth"Airfield"Local"Ownership"Plan"(ALOP),"in"existence"since"
1958,"demonstrably"shows"that"the"public"or"private"sector"cannot"economically"operate"an"airfield"without"
operational"revenue."

Furthermore,"the"Commonwealth"government"has"clearly"defined"airfields"as"essential"regional"infrastructure"
and"the"deeds"of"agreement"signed"under"the"ALOP"require"local"governments"to"preserve"them"for"aviation"
purposes."

Other"small"airfields"in"Australia"with"commercial"charter"operations"serve"communities"in"close"proximity"to"
national"parks."One"excellent"example"is"Strachan"in"southSwest"Tasmania"which"is"surrounded"by"the"World"
Heritage"listed"Franklin"Gordon"Wild"Rivers"National"Park."

Enjoyment%of%aviation%
Prior"to"the"incorporation"of"our"association"in"2016,"Katoomba"Airfield"under"the"management"of"the"late"
Rodney"Hay"and"previous"leaseholders"has"served"as"the"home"for"the"Blue"Mountains"aviation"community"for"
50"years.""

Our"pilots"and"their"families"have"voluntarily"supported"the"aerodrome"operators"to"maintain"the"property"and"
support"the"emergency"services"during"major"bushfire"events"e.g."The"October"2013"Blue"Mountains"Bushfire"
Disaster."

The"loss"of"this"home"airfield"in"the"wake"of"Rod’s"tragic"death"has"been"a"difficult"time"for"our"community."
Being"unable"to"operate"fixed"wing"aircraft"from"the"field"has"unreasonably"challenged"our"pilots’"ability"to"
remain"current"and"enjoy"the"camaraderie"of"regular"social"gatherings"at"the"airfield."

The"formation"of"our"organisation"has"been"driven"by"this"turn"of"events"in"the"airfields"history"and"we"believe"
it"demonstrates"the"local"aviation"community’s"commitment"to"preserve"our"essential"community"
infrastructure"for"the"enjoyment"of"the"Australian"aviation"community."To"this"end,"we"view"FlyBlues’"proposed"
commercial"tenure"as"the"most"positive"opportunity"for"securing"the"future"of"Katoomba"Airfield."




























